PRESS RELEASE

Volvo Penta Launches Industry’s First Fully
Integrated Assisted Docking System at CES
New Assisted Docking automation technology gives the captain a whole new level of control,
taking another important step toward self-docking and easy boating.
Volvo Penta today announced the commercial availability of the industry’s first fully integrated
Assisted Docking system against the backdrop of the Consumer Electronics Show (CES). The
Assisted Docking system gives the captain better control when docking a boat by automating his or
her intentions, compensating for some dynamic variables, such as wind and current, and helping the
vessel stay on its intended course. The technology will be on display at Volvo Penta’s virtual booth
at CES from 11-14 January 2021.
Docking can be one of the most stressful and challenging aspects of boating – even for experienced
captains. The consequences of getting it wrong when you are docking a boat are expensive, at best
– and that is in fair weather. Add crowded marinas, strong winds, and rough currents and the outcome
can be problematic and even quite dangerous. Unlike a car, a boat never stands still without some
maneuvering required. And moving in a straight line, into a narrow berth in foul weather is much more
difficult than steering the wheel of a car. But Volvo Penta has now taken its joystick-docking
technology and easy boating solutions to the next level in its continued efforts to make docking a less
stressful endeavor.
The Assisted Docking system integrates a software layer developed in house with the company’s
GPS-based Dynamic Positioning System and proprietary Inboard Performance Systems (IPS) for a
complete package including HMI (human-machine interface) at the helm, electronics via the engine,
propulsion systems and sensors, and advanced navigation processing power for a much easier
boating experience, even in rough conditions.
“When we launched our joystick technology in 2006, the maneuvering and control functionality it
brought to leisure boating shook up the marine industry - delivering game-changing innovation is in
our DNA,” explains Anders Thorin, Product Manager Electronics at Volvo Penta. “From our Electronic
Vessel Control (EVC) system, which connects and manages the internal communications between
the engine and driveline, joystick and display screen so the driver can control everything from the
joystick – to our Dynamic Positioning System (DPS), which automatically maintains a boat’s heading
and position, even in rough conditions – to today with the release of the Assisted Docking system,
we take the next step in easy boating and continue our long-held ambition to make docking a boat
easier for a more enjoyable boating experience.”
How to dock a boat with Volvo Penta’s Assisted Docking system
The Assisted Docking system consists of the joystick that controls the steering input and the GPSbased Dynamic Positioning System antenna to know the exact position and heading. The captain
maneuvers the vessel with the joystick – thereby informing the system which direction it should head
in and at what speed. If you move the joystick forward, the system lays out a path straight forward
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from the boat and the boat starts to follow a straight line with the indicated speed. The boat docking
system also takes into account certain external forces (i.e. wind, current) and the EVC system –
upgraded with in-house developed software – compensates to ensure the boat follows the captain’s
intentions. It does this by calculating drive angles and thrust, then acts on the drift and moves the
boat back to its intended course. The boat docking system keeps this course by constantly fine-tuning
the steering angles and thrust.
The main features of the boat docking system are: moving in straight lines without manual
compensation, standing still, slow maneuvering functionality, rotating around a fixed point, micro repositioning and alignment, and side push for sideways docking.
It is a technical feat to give the driver an easier boating experience with more precise steering and
control. The captain is still needed at the helm, but Volvo Penta’s Assisted Docking system is
constantly compensating for engine input and engine and drive output to help ensure the boat moves
as he or she intends. Everything is designed to work together. It is human-machine interaction at its
best.
“Assisted Docking is a hybrid between automated docking and manual docking,” says Ida Sparrefors,
Director of Autonomous Solutions and New Business Models at Volvo Penta. “Even though, in some
ways, it would have been easier to implement full automation, the beauty of this system is that it gives
the captain enhanced control. With our team of experts - from software developers to test drivers we have made it behave intuitively in all situations, so that anyone can feel like a seasoned captain.”
Upgrades made easy
Volvo Penta’s ‘Easy Boating’ philosophy is to make boating simpler, enjoyable and accessible to
more people. The Assisted Docking system will be available in spring 2021 for installation on new
boat models, as an upgradeable option for Volvo Penta IPS-equipped motor yachts sized 35ft to 120ft
long, and as a retrofit – which will require a software upgrade and new antenna – for existing Volvo
Penta IPS-powered boats. The Assisted Docking system will be sold directly to Original Equipment
Manufacturers.
“Our aim has long been to make things easier for our existing customers and to attract more people
to enjoy the boating experience,” says Thorin. “Current Volvo Penta customers will be able to enjoy
the Assisted Docking system with a relatively simple update, which can be performed by a local
dealer. For those new to boating, it will be the first step into the world of modern boating and, we
hope, the first of many new adventures to come.”
In-house R&D
In 2018, the company unveiled its self-docking yacht prototype via a live demo event at the Volvo
Ocean Race in Gothenburg, Sweden. Since then, Volvo Penta has been working tirelessly gathering
input from key stakeholders and customers, evolving and testing the concept with its research and
development team to deliver a product that would best meet the needs of both the experienced boater
and those new to the pastime. This led to the development of Assisted Docking, the next step in
modern, easy boating.
“We are really in a unique position at Volvo Penta,” explains Thorin. “Most specialist technology R&D
requires only external input, but we have a team of software developers in-house. They know the
products – in fact, they helped design the DPS and more – they know what boaters want and they
know how to integrate the software to deliver the perfect experience.”
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To learn more or to download the full media kit, please visit:
https://www.volvopenta.com/assisteddocking
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Journalists wanting further information, please contact
Jennifer Humphrey, Volvo Penta Media Relations, +46 (0) 31 323 30 55

For more information, please visit volvogroup.com/automation
The Volvo Group drives prosperity through transport and infrastructure solutions, offering trucks, buses, construction
equipment, power solutions for marine and industrial applications, financing and services that increase our customers’
uptime and productivity. Founded in 1927, the Volvo Group is committed to shaping the future landscape of sustainable
transport and infrastructure solutions. The Volvo Group is headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden, employs almost
100.000 people and serves customers in more than 190 markets. In 2019, net sales amounted to about SEK 432 billion
(EUR 40.5 billion). Volvo shares are listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.
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